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Moodey: Four Poems
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FOUR POEMS
9

A

HOUSE

BY

THE

SEA

I saw a house grown from the sea
As a limb grows from a tree
Rooted on a cliff, alone
Arch on arch the sea's own stone
Balanced like a heavy Drow
Shear to seething pools below
As to extend a fraction more
This extreme westernness of shore
And in an element its own
To mingle sea and cliff and stone
Till it were truly grown to sea
As a limb grows to a tree.

THE

LAW

Eye for eye the Judges said
. Now the blind are blindly led
Tooth for tooth the ancient law
And we chew with forfeit jaw
Life for life was written clear
We are all self-cancelled here
,

To whom then returns the dove
Of the last law, love for love?
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POETRY
THE NECTARINES

CUT DOWN

~. Where once two acres of our spring

Exploded into big bouquet,
The trees are gone that made the thing
And most of March is chopped away.
They were more beautiful in bloom
Than violets in yellow hair,
But beauty is an empty room;
No farmer piles up produce there.

1FT H 0 U

HAS THE ART
COME

AND

EAR

FOR

L 0 V EJ

HEAR

o love that comes like cycles,
Through the invisible air
Asks micro-subtle tunings
For what is always there,
A kind ear to the speaker,
And hunger to explore
In all the words of ether
For one we value more.

.

J.

S.

MOOD E Y

ETUDE
This act of hope, that we call kindness,
Eases the tortured hour we live
Until we learn, waking from blindness,
How fast we hold the thing we give:
Until suddenly we discover
'In what a shape of lust we stand,
Feeding the pigeons as they hover,
Like Beauty, at our greedy hand.
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